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ABSTRACT
 
MIL-STD-1553 is a military standard that defines the electrical and protocol characteristics for a data bus. This bus is being 
widely used in aerospace industry. This standard was implemented at SRDC-L basically to be used in Prototype Paksat-1R. The 
components used in this bus are restricted items and very difficult to procure. Therefore most of the hardware was implemented 
using components which are easily available from the market. The software was also developed and successfully tested with the 
hardware. The paper presents the introduction to the electrical and protocol characteristics of the data bus along with the steps 
to be taken to design and develop the hardware and software for the bus. System level diagrams and top level software design 
are also provided.
 
 
INTRODUCTION
 
MIL-STD-1553 is a military standard that defines the electrical and protocol characteristics for a data bus. A data bus is used to 
provide a medium for the exchange of data and information between various systems. It is similar to what the personal computer 
and office automation industry has dubbed a Local Area Network (LAN).
 
 
Background
 
In the 1950s and 1960s, aviation electronics, referred to as avionics, were simple stand-alone systems. The navigations, 
communications, flight controls, and displays consisted of analog systems. Often these systems were composed of multiple 
boxes, or subsystems, connected with each other to form a simple system. Various boxes within a system were connected with 
point-to-point wiring. The signals mainly consisted of analog voltages, synchro-resolver signals, and switch contacts. The 
location of these boxes within the aircraft was a function of operator need, available space, and the aircraft weight and balance 
constraints. As more and more systems were added, the cockpits became more crowded, the wiring more complex, and the 
overall weight of the aircraft increased.
 
By the late 1960s and early 1970s, it became necessary to share information between the various systems to reduce the 
number of black boxes required for each system. A single sensor, for example that provided heading and rate information, could 
provide that data to the navigation system, the weapons system, the flight control system, and pilots display system. See Figure 
1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Earlier System Configuration
 
However, the avionics technology was still basically analog, and while sharing sensors did produce a reduction in the overall 
number of black boxes, the connecting signals became a “rat’s nest” of wires and connectors. Moreover, functions or systems 
that were added later became an integration nightmare, as additional connections of a particular signal could have potential 
system impacts. Additionally, as the system used point-to-point wiring, the system that was the source of the signal, typically 
had to be modified to provide the additional hardware to output to the newly added subsystem. As such, inter-system 
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connections had to be kept to the bare minimum.
 
By the late 1970s, with the advent of digital technology, digital computers had made their way into avionics systems and 
subsystems. They offered increased computational capabilities and easy growth, compared to their analog predecessors. 
However, the data signals, inputs and outputs from the sending and receiving systems were still mainly analog in nature. This 
led to the configuration of a small number of centralized computers (typically only one or two) being interfaced to other systems 
and subsystems via complex and expensive analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters.
 
As time and technology progressed, the avionics systems became more digitized. And with the advent of microprocessor, things 
really took off. A benefit of this digital application was the reduction in the number of analog signals, and hence the need for their 
conversion. Transferring the data between users in digital form could provide a greater sharing of sensor information. An 
additional side benefit was that digital data could be transferred bi-directionally, wherein analog data was transferred 
unidirectional. Serial rather than parallel transmission of the data was used to reduce the number of interconnections within the 
aircraft and the receiver/driver circuitry required with the black boxes.
 
But this alone was still not enough. A data transmission medium, which would allow all systems and subsystems to share a 
single and common set of wires, was needed as shown in Figure 2. By sharing the uses of this interconnect, the various 
subsystems could send data between themselves and to other systems and subsystems, one at a time, and in a defined 
sequence, hence a data bus.

 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                
                                    
 

 
Fig 2. New System Configurations

 
MIL-STD-1553B defines the term Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) as “the transmission of information from several signal 
sources through one communications system with different signal samples staggered in time to form a composite pulse train.” 
For our example in Figure 2, this means that data can be transferred between multiple avionics units over a single transmission 
media, with the communications between the different avionics boxes taking place at different moments in time, hence time 
division.
 
Characteristics
 
The primary purpose of this data bus is to move data between black boxes. How these boxes are connected and the 
methodology with which the communication is accomplished is central to the operation of the data bus. Table-1 gives a brief 
introduction of the MIL-STD-1553B characteristics. Another version of the bus is also available called MIL-STD-1773B. Its data 
rate is 10Mb/s and works on fibre optics.
 
 
 

Table-1 Characteristics of the 1553B bus
 
 

Data Rate 1 Mb/s
Word Length 20 bits
Data Bits / Word 16 bits
Message Length Maximum of 32 data words
Transmission Technique Half-duplex
Operation Asynchronous
Encoding Manchester II bi-phase
Protocol Command/response
Bus Control Single or Multiple
Fault Tolerance Typically Dual Redundant, second 

bus in “Hot Backup” status
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Message Formats •      Controller to Terminal
•      Terminal to Controller
•      Terminal to Terminal
•      Broadcast

•      System control
Number of Remote Terminals Maximum of 31
Terminal Types •      Remote Terminal

•      Bus Controller
•      Bus Monitor Broadcast

Transmission Media Twisted shielded pair
Coupling Transformer and direct

 
 

 
HARDWARE ELEMENTS

 
MIL-STD-1553B defines certain aspects regarding the design of the data bus system and the black boxes to which the data bus 
is connected. The standard defines four hardware elements. These are:
 

•         The Transmission Media
•         Remote Terminals
•         Bus Controllers
•         Bus Monitors

 
The transmission media, or data bus, is defined as a twisted shielded pair transmission line consisting of the main bus and a 
number of stubs. There is one stub for each terminal connected to the bus. The main data bus is terminated at each end with a 
resistance equal to the cable’s characteristic impedance (plus or minus two percent). This termination makes the data bus 
behave electrically like an infinite transmission line.
 
Stubs, which are added to the main bus to connect the terminals, provide “local” loads and produce impedance mismatch where 
added. This mismatch, if not properly controlled, produces electrical reflections and degrades the performance of the main bus. 
Therefore, the characteristics of both the main bus and the stubs are specified within the standard. Table-2 summarizes the 
transmission media characteristics.
 

Table-2 Summary of Transmission Media Characteristics for 1553B bus
 

Cable Type Twisted Shielded Pair
Capacitance 30.0 pF/ft. max. wire to wire
Characteristic Impedance 70.0 to 85.0 Ohms at 1MHz
Cable Attenuation 1.5 dB/100ft. max at 1MHz
Cable Twists 4 Twists per ft. minimum
Shield Coverage 90% min 
Cable Termination Cable impedance (±2%)
Direct Coupled Stub Length Maximum of 1 foot
XFMR Coupled Stub Length Maximum of 20 feet

 
 

There is now no maximum length for the main data bus. Following transmission line design practices and careful placement of 
the stubs can yield working systems with the main bus length of several hundred meters. It is highly recommended that the bus 
be modeled and tested to insure its operation and performance characteristics.
 
The standard specifies two methods for a terminal to be connected to the main bus:
 
•                     Direct-coupled
•                     Transformer-coupled
 
Figure-3 shows the two methods. The primary difference between the two being that the transformer-coupled method uses Bus 
Coupler for connecting the stub cable to the main bus cable. In both methods, two isolation resistors are placed in series with 
the bus. In the direct-coupled method, the resistors are typically located within the terminal, whereas in the transformer-coupled 
method, the resistors are typically located with the coupling transformer in boxes called data bus couplers.
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Fig 3. Terminal Connection Methods

 
 
Another difference between the two coupling methods is the length of the stub. For the direct-coupled method, the stub length is 
limited to a maximum of one foot. For the transformer-coupled method, the stub can be up to a maximum of twenty feet long. 
Therefore for direct-coupled systems, the data bus must be routed in close proximity to each of the terminals, whereas for a 
transformer-coupled system, the data bus may be up to twenty feet away from each terminal.
 
a)                  Remote Terminals
 
Remote Terminals are defined within the standard as “All terminals not operating as the Bus Controller or as Bus Monitor”. The 
Remote Terminal comprises the electronics necessary to transfer data between the data bus and the subsystem. 
 
A Remote Terminal typically consists of a transceiver, an encoder/decoder, a protocol controller, a buffer or memory, and a 
subsystem interface. It is capable of receiving and decoding commands from the Bus Controller and responding accordingly. It 
is also capable of buffering data, detecting transmission errors and performing validation tests upon the data, and reporting the 
status of the message transfer. A Remote Terminal must follow the protocol defined by the standard. It can only respond to 
commands received from the Bus Controller.
 
b)                 Bus Controller
 
The Bus Controller is responsible for directing the flow of data on the data bus. While several terminals may be capable of 
performing as the Bus Controller, only one Bus Controller is active at a time. The Bus Controller is the only one allowed to issue 
commands onto the data bus. The commands may be for the transfer of data or the control and management of the bus. The 
complexity of the electronics associated with the Bus Controller is a function of the subsystem interface, the amount of error 
management and processing to be performed, and the architecture of the Bus Controller.
 
c)                  Bus Monitor
 
A bus monitor is a terminal that listens (monitors) to the exchange of information on the data bus. The information obtained by a 
bus monitor is used for off-line applications or to provide the back-up Bus Controller sufficient information to take over as the 
Bus Controller. A monitor may collect all the data from the bus or may collect selected data.  The bus structure is shown in 
Figure 4.
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Fig 4. MIL-STD-1553B data bus structure

 
 

PROTOCOL
 

The control, data flow, status reporting, and management of the bus are provided by three word types. These are:
 

•         Command words
•         Data words
•         Status words

 
Each word has a unique format, yet all three maintain a common structure. Each word is twenty bits in length. The first three bits 
are used as a synchronization field, thereby allowing the decode clock to re-sync at the beginning of each new word. The next 
sixteen bits are the information field and are different between the three word types. The last bit is the parity bit. Parity is based 
on odd parity for the single word. The three word types are shown in Figure 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 5. Three word formats of MIL-STD-1553B data bus
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Bit encoding for all words is based on bi-phase Manchester II format. The Manchester II format provides a self-clocking 
waveform in which the bit sequence is independent. The positive and negative voltage levels of the Manchester waveform is DC-
balanced and, as such, is well suited for transformer coupling.
 
a)                  Command Word
 
The Command Word (CW) specifies the function that a Remote Terminal is to perform. Only the active Bus Controller transmits 
this word. The word begins with command sync in the first three bit times. The following sixteen-bit information field is defined in 
Figure-6. 
 

 
Fig 6. Data Message format for MIL-STD-1553B

 
b)                 Data Word
 
The Data Word contains the actual information that is being transferred within a message. The first three-bit time contains data 
sync. This sync pattern is the opposite of that used for command and status words and therefore is unique to the word type.
 
Data words can be transmitted by either a Remote Terminal or a Bus Controller. The next sixteen bits of information are left to 
the designer to define. The only standard requirement is that the most significant bit (MSB) of the data be transmitted first.
 
c)                  Status Word
 
The Remote Terminal in response to a valid message transmits only the status word (SW). The status word is used to convey to 
the Bus Controller whether a message was properly received or to convey the state of the Remote Terminal. 
 
 
REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

 
Implementation of MIL-STD-1553B data bus requires the following parts:
 
1.                   Bus Controller (a subsystem or computer)
2.                   Remote Terminals (subsystems or computers)
3.                   Bus Monitor, if required (a subsystem or computer)
4.                   Glue Logic
 
For Bus Controller and Remote Terminals, PCs were used as subsystems. On these computers, software for BC and RT were 
implemented. However, the software for BC and RT is divided into two parts. The first part resides in the PC and the other is in 
the Glue Logic. The software in the PC generates packets or words of the command or data. The function of the electronics 
circuitry is to convert the asynchronous data received from PC into synchronous form, encode the word into Manchester II Bi-
phase, and recognize the command from BC whether it is for RT1 or RT2 and so on. The Block diagram of the whole system is 
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shown in Figure-7.
 

 
Fig 7. Block Diagram of the system

 
 
The system works in the following manner. The BC PC generates a command word. With this command word is the address of 
the RT, which is to execute the command. The command is in asynchronous serial form. The microcontroller 89C51 in the 
electronics circuitry connected to the serial port of BC receives this command word through its serial port. The 16 bit word is 
then given out through parallel ports P0 and P2 of the microcontroller. These sixteen parallel bits are then converted into a serial 
stream through parallel to serial shift register 74165. This synchronous message is then given to the HI-15530 Manchester 
Encoder / Decoder. This is a high performance CMOS integrated circuit designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-1553B 
and similar Manchester II encoded, time division multiplexed serial data protocols. The HI-15530 contains both and Encoder and 
Decoder, which operate independently.
 
The device generates MIL-STD-1553B sync pulses, parity bits as well as the Manchester II encoding of the data bits. The 
decoder recognizes and identifies sync pulses, decodes data bits and performs parity checking. The HI-15530 supports the 
1Mbit/s data rate of MIL-STD1553B over the full temperature and voltage range.
 
The encoder requires a single clock with a frequency of twice the desired rate applied at the SEND CLOCK input. An auxiliary 
divided-by-six counter is provided on-chip which can be utilized to produce the SEND CLOCK by dividing the ENCODER 
CLOCK.
 
The decoder requires a single clock with a frequency of 12 times the desired data rate applied at the DECODER CLOCK input. 
The Manchester II coded data can be presented to the Decoder in one of two ways. The BIPOLAR ONE and BIPOLAR ZERO 
inputs will accept data from a comparator sensed transformer coupled bus as specified in MIL-STD-1553B. The UNIPOLAR 
DATA input can only accept non-inverted Manchester II coded data.
 
The output of HI-15530 encoder is given to HI-1567 Monolithic Dual Transceiver.  The HI-1567 is a low power CMOS dual 
transceiver designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-1553B specifications.
 
The transmitter section of each channel takes complimentary CMOS/TTL digital input data and converts it to bi-phase 
Manchester encoded 1553 signals suitable for driving the bus isolation transformer. Separate transmitter inhibit control signals 
are provided fro each transmitter.
 
The receiver section of each channel coverts the 1553 bus bi-phase data to complimentary CMOS / TTL data, suitable for 
inputting to a Manchester decoder (HI-15530). Each receiver has a separate enable input which can be used to force the output 
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of the receiver to a logic 0.
 
To minimize the package size of this function, the transmitter outputs are internally connected to the receiver inputs, so that only 
two pins are required for connection to each coupling transformer. 
 
The transformers used are non-QPL MIL-STD-1553B interface. The key specifications of the transformers that are used are:

 
•         Dual ratio, single interface
•         Through the board package
•         Low profile, 0.155 in. height
•         Performance to MIL-PRF-21038/27 requirements

 
The data from BC is received by all the Remote Terminals. However, only that RT processes the command which has the same 
address as contained in the command word. The data sent by the RT contains the address of BC. Therefore only BC receives 
this data and processes it as required. 
 
The data on the bus is in synchronous form, so for the BC or RT to read the data it has to be converted into asynchronous one. 
The data is received at the electronics circuitry by HI-1567 transceiver. This data is then converted into TTL format and given to 
HI-15530 Decoder. The decoder decodes the Manchester encoded data and gives it to 74164 Serial to Parallel shift register. 
This data is in parallel form. The microcontroller converts the data into asynchronous serial format and gives it to the BC or RT 
as the case may be.
 
 
CONCLUSION
 
The system developed has been thoroughly tested and has found to function under all circumstances. The proposed solution is 
cost effective and easy to implement. The developed software is robust and implements the complete protocol.
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Abstract
 
This paper describes integrated navigation using Global Positioning Satellites for low speed & low altitude vehicle. Global 
positioning satellite’s commercial services are accurate for estimating velocity & position of slow moving land or air 
vehicles .GPS errors contribute to constant & deterministic drifts in position; however the health & availability of signal is 
limited & uncertain. On the other hand low cost Inertial Navigation Systems are also suitable for same type of applications, 
are self contained, uninterrupted, require no external signals but position errors grow with time or are unbounded .So GPS 
& INS have almost contradictory properties ,this makes these an appropriate choice for integrated navigation. INS works in 
standalone mode for the measure portion of flight with out interruption & whenever GPS measurements are available 
usually at a slower rate than of INS, it corrects its position & velocity accordingly. Commercially available GPS can not give 
proper estimates of height so another sensor i-e pressure sensor is used to estimate errors in vertical channel. To integrate 
all these measurements Kalman Filter is used 
 
Introduction
 
Cost effective & commercially available sensors are selected, which with the help of efficient algorithm can give reliability & 
integrity. Integrity means these can judge the health of input data
 
 
INS & Magnatometer
 
Inertial navigation system is composed of three accelerometers & three gyros each on its three measuring axes. Before 
mission INS needs initial alignment & calibration to find out deterministic errors of sensors & initial attitude of vehicle.INS 
has also some stochastic or random erros.Random errors of gyros can be compensated by making an AHRS .If vehicle is 
stationary (no thrust acceleration & centripetal acceleration) then by using the direction of local gravity vector measured by 
accelerometer, INS can measure two angles roll & pitch. Gravitational acceleration is always downwards & can be 
transformed in body frame (as sensed by accelerometers) according to following relationship
                                                        
Where θ is the pitch angle & φ is the roll angle with these relations a rough estimate of      roll & pitch can be made as 
under 
            The third angle or heading angle ψ comes from magnetometer, with three magnetometers, we calculate magnetic 
field horizontal & vertical component in x & y direction of inertial frame using frame transformation (body to inertial) as ,

     & ultimately our heading angle is     
 
The difference between geographic north & magnetic north is compensated each time during navigation Gyros also give 
three angles, combining this information with the above estimated angles we can estimate the day to day random biases of 
gyros, which can be compensated later during the mission. Random errors in accelerometers (which accumulate errors in 
position & velocity) are corrected using GPS data.
 
GPS & Errors in GPS Data
 
Four satellites are used to position the object on earth, three satellites determine the position & fourth one is used to 
synchronize the clock of receiver with atomic clock of satellite. The GPS gives the position in geographic frame Latitude, 
Longitude, Altitude & velocities in North, East, down (local geographic) frame 
 
Every satellite emit a signal which has following information
 
v      Information about status of satellite
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v      Information about Data Acquisition
v      Information about precision of satellite
v      Information about ionosphere delay
v      Information Ephemeris of satellite 
 
The precision of system depends upon six classes of errors
 
Ephemeris data                       Errors in the transmitted location of the satellite  
Satellite clock                          Errors in the transmitted clock, including SA  
Ionosphere                              Errors in the corrections of pseudo range caused by ionosphere effects  
Troposphere                            Errors in the corrections of pseudo range caused by troposphere effects  
Multipath                                 Errors caused by reflected signals entering the receiver antenna  
Receiver                                  Errors in the receiver's measurement of range caused by thermal noise, software accuracy, 
and inter-channel biases 
Geometry of satellite               with respect to user (Geometric Dilution of precision)

 
 
Error of Position = GDOP.UERE

 

Table 1   Standard error model - L1 C/A (no SA)

                                                             One-sigma error, m
Error source                                 Bias        Random   Total     DGPS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ephemeris data                           2.1           0.0           2.1            0.0
Satellite clock                             2.0            0.7          2.1            0.0
Ionosphere                                  4.0           0.5           4.0            0.4
Troposphere                                0.5           0.5           0.7            0.2
Multipath                                     1.0           1.0           1.4            1.4
Receiver measurement                 0.5           0.2           0.5            0.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
User equivalent range 
  error (UERE), rms                      5.1           1.4           5.3            1.6
Filtered UERE, rms                      5.1           0.4           5.1            1.5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 

                                              Vertical one-sigma errors ---- VDOP= 2.5                             12.8            3.9
                                  Horizontal one-sigma errors--- HDOP= 2.0                            10.2            3.1
 
 
 
Taking account of all these errors PPS service (with out selective availability) contribute to following errors in position 
 
22 meter of incertitude in horizontal position
23 meter of incertitude in vertical position
 
 
Navigation Algorithm & Quaternion
 
In navigation different reference frames are used, for applications close to the surface of earth, earth centered inertial 
frame is used .The velocity of vehicle in inertial frame can be given as 
 
 
Differentiating above equation gives  
 
 

    
= velocity of vehicle w.r.t earth frame

  = rotation rate of earth w.r.t inertial frame
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   =   position  vector  of  vehicle 
   =   acceleration in respective frame

 
As the accelerations are acquired in body frame, a transformation is required between body to inertial frame .Usually this is 
done using quaternion approach for less computation & no singularity.
 
 
The transformation or direction cosine matrix in form of quaternion can be represented as
 
 
 
The rate of change of quaternion can be represented as follows with out using trigonometric identities & avoiding 
singularities. This relation is used at a very fast rate for updating attitude matrix at the acquisition rate of INS 
 
 
 
 
Ultimately we always need Euler angles as output because they are more realizable &, it is also possible to represent Euler 
angles in the form of quaternion & vice versa
 
 
 
 
Accelerations are then g-compensated (accelerometer measure only specific force)

Where gravitational force is assumed to be in the direction of Zl (spherical earth), and is given in local geographic frame as 

Gravitational Constant

r = position vector 

These accelerations are integrated twice using trapezoidal rule to achieve velocity & position. Vehicle position is transformed first 
from inertial coordinate system to geocentric one:

And finally to geographic coordinate system

Here b i,l & G denote body, Inertial, local geographic & geographic frame respectively &  T shows transformation (from 
subscript to superscript frame) .h is mean sea level height, is longitude , is latitude , R is position vector &  is 
earth rotation rate.GPS positions are transformed from  geographic to inertial frame & velocities are transformed from local 
geographic to inertial frame before integration with INS calculated results.
 
 
Error model of inertial sensors
 
Accelerometers & gyros all posses some deterministic as well as stochastic errors .The error model of accelerometers & 
gyros is given as (IEEE standard)
 
 

    =   bias component
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    =   scale factor

    =   random noise
,  = misalignment coefficient

 Gyro rates
  Acceleration

 
The deterministic errors in model can be compensated in Navigation algorithim.The stochastic components of errors in 
sensors give unbounded errors, when integrated & are called random walk. These random errors need to be estimated & 
compensated in real time.
 
Intégration techniques :
 
GPS  &  INS  in our particular case are integrated  in loosely  coupled mode.In this mode Integration Kalman filter  treats 
both GPS & INS as separate navigation systems. It takes their outputs as measurements in navigation solution & only INS 
errors are estimated explicitly. It means dynamic errors of gyros are ignored. There are other integration techniques like, 
tightly coupled & ultra tightly coupled integrations but for our application loosely coupled mode was found to be suitable
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig1 Loosely coupled INS/GPS integration
 
Kalman Filtering 
 
In navigation Kalman filtering is used to optimally combine information from different sensors .Kalman filter uses 
Kinematics equations of vehicle which are fed by INS measurements .To converge the output of this filter absolute sensor 
(GPS) correction   is used .Since the equations of system are highly non-linear we use Kalman filter in extended mode. 
Extended Kalman filter linearises the equation at small instant of time taking partial derivatives .General formulization of 
extended Kalman filter can be given as
 
 
( is an estimation  states calculated using k iterations)
 
The linearization is realized by introducing the Jacobean matrix  
 
 
There are two stages of Kalman filter algorithm, Prediction & Correction
 
Prediction:
 
This step is evaluated at the frequency of quantization of filter (1/Ts).In this step matrix of covariance & states are predicted 
as follows
 
Correction:
 
This step is evaluated when new measurements are available. Measurements are used to correct the state vector & the 
matrix of covariance as follows
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Abstract:

 
 
Where:
 

   = covariance matrix
 = Kalman gain

 = Observation matrix

  = covariance of measurement noise
  = covariance of system noise
  =Estimated state vector
  = state transition matrix

 
 
 
For our particular case the state vector & output vector are
 
 
   Where:

 

         : Positions local NED frame

         : Velocity in body frame.

             : Quaternion.

            : Acceleration of gravity.

        : Bias of gyros

       : Euler angles

 

We estimate gravity to correct the bias of vertical accelerations. For proper tuning of filters several test were made in order 
to reach a suitable value of ,  &  matrices

 

Experimental Setup
    
     The components of hybrid INS used for this experiment are as follows
 
v                  MEM type  INS
o        Three Accelerometer (a triad orthogonal, measure acceleration vector in body frame )
o        Three gyros (a triad orthogonal ,measure attitude of system in body frame)
o        Three Magnetometer ( measure magnetic heading of system)
o        Thermometer
v                   GPS receiver  
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Results & Verification
 
A terrestrial navigation system is built & tested using different trajectories & velocities. An accuracy of 10-20m in position & 
2-5º in attitude is achieved.
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ABSTRACT

 
Since January 2006 LAPAN has started the development of the second generation satellite program which is a continuation of 
LAPAN-TUBSAT, the first generation satellite. The second generation satellite has been planned for food security mission 
especially for cropping observations. In the second generation satellite, the system, image processing and image compression, 
are needed to support achieve this mission. The image processing system is used for improving image quality, so that finally 
image can give the actual information of crop condition. On the other hand Image compression should be done because digital 
data needs a lot of memory and power. Actually, Analog image data must be converted to digital system because it is easier to 
process by processor system or computer than by analog image data. This paper will present design image processing and 
image compression system in the second LAPAN generation satellite.
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Pictures are the most common and convenient means of conveying or transmitting information. A picture is worth a thousand 
words. Pictures concisely convey information about positions, sizes and inter-relationship between objects. They portray spatial 
information that we can recognize as objects. Recently, images are represented in digital form. Many researchers work has been 
devoted to digital image processing in recent years. In time, routine availability of digital data increased interest among business 
and institutions, computers and peripheral equipment became less expensive, more personnel acquired training and experience, 
software became more widely available and managers developed knowledge of the capabilities of digital analysis. Today, digital 
analysis has a significance that probably exceeds that of purely visual interpretation of remotely sensed. Digital analysis 
especially image processing has quite a good number of applications in satellite imaging, remote sensing, telemetry and medical 
imaging. A digital remotely sensed image is typically composed of picture elements (pixels) located at the intersection of each 
row “i” and column “j” in each K bands of imagery. 
 
Both image processing and image compression have closely related. This is because one of important applications in image 
processing of satellite is data compression. A good quality in digital mode for satellite image will require a few Mbps to store the 
image and require higher bandwidth for transmission from satellite to ground station. However, in nowadays one of the most 
crucial bottlenecks in remote sensing missions based on satellite platforms is limited downlink bandwidth. Although the provided 
data transmission rates are constantly growing, they can not keep up with the exponentially increasing data provided by sensors. 
There are two reasons; the acquisition rate is more than the transmission rate and the satellite is not constant visibility of a 
ground receiving station, which effectively limits the downlink able data volume per orbit; for the satellite under consideration. 
Actually, the simultaneous data acquisition and downlink to the ground receiving station demands compression without 
exception to bridge the difference between the acquisition and the transmission rate. 
 
Although the mission of the second LAPAN generation satellite has not finished, but this paper tries to investigate design the 
image processing (including corrections of image) and compression possibilities for the second LAPAN generation satellite, 
which has the main mission is food security. The main objective is to enable real time imaging and transmission using the 
onboard available resources for image compression. An approach transform coding, discrete cosine transform (DCT), is tried to 
use in application of digital image data of the second LAPAN generation satellite. We use transform coding because it is not only 
extensively used in image compression applications but also it has high compression potential. One of transform coding is DCT, 
which gains much interest for its superior energy compaction property.  
 
OVERVIEW OF THE SECOND LAPAN GENERATION SATELLITE
 
Since January 2006 LAPAN has started the development of the second generation satellite program which is a continuation of 
LAPAN-TUBSAT, the first generation satellite. The second generation satellite has been planned for food security mission 
especially for cropping observations. Although the mission of the second LAPAN generation satellite has not finished yet, we try 
to preliminary design all of aspects from the second LAPAN generation satellite. Based on mission developing of the second 
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LAPAN generation satellite document, this satellite’s will have:
 
§            main payload          : remote sensor (multi spectral camera)
§            spatial resolution    : 3-10 m
§            spectral resolution  : 3-4 canals (blue, green, red, NIR)
§            temporal resolution : 2 weeks – a month
 
The second LAPAN generation satellite is expected a mini-satellite with a mass approximately 100-110 kg. The main payload 
provides multi spectral data in the RGB and NIR wavelength with a spatial resolution of 10 m.
 
 
IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
 
Digital Image Processing is a collection of techniques for manipulation of digital images by computers. A digital image 
processing system consists of computer hardware (figure1) and image processing software necessary to analyze digital image 
data.
 
 

 
Figure 1.Digital Image Processing hardware components

 
Host computer
 
Although there was a time when some computers were specifically designed to analyze and display remotely sensed data. 
These computers were found to be too expensive and inflexible for widespread use. Today vast majority of remote sensing 
analysis uses general purposes computers using specialized remote sensing software. The heart of any digital computer is its 
central processing unit (CPU). Digital Image Processing of remote sensor data requires a large number of CPU operations.
 
Mass storage
 
Because remotely sensed data typically require large storage capacities, image processing systems use substantial amounts of 
disk storage. Disks can be manufactured from either rigid or flexible materials that are coated with a magnetized substance 
sensitized to record the bits that represent each digital value.
 
Actually Digital Image Processing is an extremely broad subject and involves procedures which are mathematically complex. 
These procedures can be categorized into the following types of computer assisted operations.
 
1.       Image Rectification 
 
These operations aim to correct distorted or degraded image data to create a faithful representation of the original scene. This 
typically involves the initial processing of raw image data to correct for geometric distortion, to calibrate the data 
radiometrically and to eliminate noise present in the data. Image rectification and restoration procedures are often termed pre-
processing operations because they normally precede manipulation and analysis of image data.
 
2.       Image Enhancement
 
These procedures are applied to image data in order to effectively display the data for subsequent visual interpretation. It 
involves techniques for increasing the visual distinction between features in a scene. The objective is to create new images from 
original data in order to increase the amount of information that can be visually interpreted from the data. It includes level 
slicing, contrast stretching, spatial filtering edge enhancement, spectral rationing, principal components and intensity 
hue saturation color space transformations.
 
3.       Image Classifications 
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The objective of these operations is to replace visual analysis of the image data with quantitative techniques for automating the 
identification of features in a scene. This involves the analysis of multi spectral image data and the application of statistically 
based decision rules for determining the land cover ideality of each pixel in an image. The intent of classification process is to 
categorize all pixels in a digital image into one of seven land cover classes or themes. This classified data may be used to 
produce thematic maps of the land cover present in an image.
 
§         Geometric correction
 
Raw digital images usually contain geometric distortions so significant that they can not be used as maps. The source of 
geometric distortions range from variations in altitude, and velocity of the sensor platform, to factors such as panoramic 
distortion, earth curvature, atmospheric refraction, relief displacement, and nonlinearities in the sweep of a sensor’s IFOV. The 
intent of this correction is to compensate for the distortions introduced by these factors, so that the corrected image will have the 
geometric integrity of a map
 
§         Radiometric correction
 
These corrections do because raw digital images usually contain radiometric distortions. Radiometric distortion is distortions that 
change value or grayscale of pixel in image to close a true value. The sources of radiometric distortions range from error of 
optical system, radiation energy distortion at atmosphere, and error of sun elongation corner.  
 
Image Pre-Processing System in the Second LAPAN Generation Satellite
 
The second LAPAN generation satellite, which has food security mission especially for cropping observations, has started since 
January 2006. This satellite uses the image processing system for improving image quality, so that finally image can give the 
actual information of crop condition. The image pre-processing system will set to use level-0 archive segments in a specific 
format (FRED format) and to produce SOA-standard products. In addition, it provides services to archive and catalogue level-0 
archive segments in FRED format, as well as the SOA-standard products. This system will also have capabilities:
 

ñ         Accepts Level-0 archive segments in a specific format as primary input data
ñ         Accepts archive requests and satellite ephemeris data to schedule activities to archive and catalogue data
ñ         Accepts production plans and produces SOA-standard products
ñ         Produces archive, catalogue, and product generation reports
ñ         Retrieves SOA-standard products from the archive

 
General production concept of image processing system from the second LAPAN generation satellite is shown in figure 2. Figure 
3 shows General diagram block of design image pre- processing in the second LAPAN generation satellite. Image pre-
processing of the second LAPAN generation satellite includes two main packages, image pre-processing and image quality 
analyze (IQA), which includes performing the quality analysis and evaluation of the second LAPAN generation satellite image 
such as radiometric, geometric, parameter accuracy, etc. Image pre-processing will generate level-1 to level-4 standard image 
product, either in automatic or interactive mode.
 
Cycle processing to get an image from the second LAPAN generation satellite
 
Although mission of the second LAPAN generation satellite has not finished yet, we try to design of cycle processing to get a 
good image from the second LAPAN generation satellite. This design will create according generally cycle processing to get an 
image in other satellites. This design consists of a few stages where we hoped each stage will work properly. Cycle processing 
to get a good image from the second LAPAN generation performs level-1 to level-4 including:
 

§         Accept work order and dispatch the task
§         Receive L0 raw data, orbit data, satellite parameters
§         Receive optimized satellite parameter from IQA and other data
§         Receive GCP and DEM data
§         Monitoring system status and work order implementing procedure
§         Radiometric correction
§         Geometric correction

 
Figure 4 shows cycle processing to get an image from the second LAPAN generation.
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Figure 2.General production concept of image processing system from the second LAPAN generation satellite

                                                                        
§               Radiometric correction of the second LAPAN generation satellite:
 

•          Be divide two kind of: absolute correction and relative correction, the former to establish a relation between 
image data with real scene, and the latter to establish a relation within the camera itself 

 
•          Due to combined and overplayed by several CCD devices, the camera response to a homogenous scene is not 
uniform, leading stripe alone the orbital direction. Radiometric correction is to establish a correction model to reduce 
this kind of influence

 
•          Main reasons causing output image not uniform:

 
o           Optical system defects
o              Various among CCD device response
o              Odd and even pixels inequality within one CCD 
o              Pixels response difference in one CCD
o              Difference in processing circuit behind CCD device
o              Optical features difference in overlay area between two CCDs

 
•          Relative radiometric correction is trying to modify the inequality above using a correction model obtained via 
calibration or data analysis in advance
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Figure 3.General diagram block of design image pre- processing in the second LAPAN generation satellite

 
 

§               Geometric correction of the second LAPAN generation satellite:
 

•         Establish a position relation between the image and real ground location
•         Including systematic geometric correction, refining geometric correction and DEM geometric correction
•         Support various coordinate system conversion and map projection
•         Key point to achieve high precision by optimizing the satellite parameter and attitude angle

 
 

o        Principle of geometric correction
 

•          Geometric correction according to the physical course of satellite camera shooting the image, generating the 
model between image and real scene on the ground 

 
•          Products after geometric correction is Level-2

 
o        Geometric correction procedure

 
•          Geometric model including following parameters

 
–         Satellite parameter: orbital parameter, attitude parameter, camera parameter etc.
–         Earth ellipsoid parameter
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•          Conversion between different ground coordinate
•          Map project conversion

 
Figure 5 shows diagram block of design geometric correction for the second LAPAN generation satellite. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4.Cycle processing to get an image from the second LAPAN generation

 
               The second LAPAN generation satellite Image Enhancement
 
Image enhancement techniques in the second LAPAN generation satellite improve the quality of an image as perceived 
by a human. These techniques are most useful for the second LAPAN generation satellite image because this technique 
will make user had adequate information in interpreting the image. Image enhancement for the second LAPAN 
generation satellite is attempted after the image is corrected for geometric and radiometric distortions. Image 
enhancement in the second LAPAN generation satellite includes techniques:
 
o        The contrast stretch such as gray-level thresholding, histogram equalization, Gaussian stretch, linear contrast stretch
o        Density slicing
o        Spatial filtering such as adaptive filter, median filter, noisy image filter
o        Edge enhancement such as linear edge enhancement

 
                     The second LAPAN generation satellite Image Classification
 

The overall objective of image classification in the second LAPAN generation satellite is to automatically categorize all 
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pixels in an image into land cover classes or themes. This process is planned to divide in three classifications such as 
unsupervised classification, and supervised classification.

 

Figure 5.Diagram block of design geometric correction for the second LAPAN generation satellite
 

§                     Image Quality Evaluation
 

o        Receive Level-0 raw data, orbit data, satellite parameters
o        Receive GCP (Ground Control Point) and DEM data
o        Select product sample randomly for quality analysis and processing parameter evaluation
o        Check auxiliary data for radiometric and geometric quality analyzing
o        Optimizing satellite parameter and modifying process model
o        Provide parameter and model to product generation

 
•                      The second LAPAN generation satellite parameter optimization
 

o        Very important step in image pre-processing 
o        Using real image and ground control point(GCP) to evaluate and refine the geometric correction model  and 
satellite parameters
o        The result can be used not only in promote image product generation quality, but in satellite controlling, design  
optimizing and manufacture improvement

 
 
IMAGE COMPRESSION SYSTEM
 
The transmission of image data acquired by remote sensing missions based on space borne platforms is a major bottleneck. It 
results from limited power on board, the huge volume of the data, and the number of accessible ground receiving stations. In 
particular these arguments hold true for small satellites that face additional design constraints in terms of size, mass, and cost. 
To relax the downlink restriction, image compression has to be applied. Image compression consists of two types:
 

§               Lossless data compression
 

o        no distortion
o        Compression ratio (CR) highly depend on the redundancy in the source data
o        Rearranging source data may improve CR
o        used for many space science exploration missions

 
§               Lossy data compression

 
o        Loss some detail to save space
o        higher CR
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o        used for image or video compression
 
There are some reasons why we need data compression:

•          Date storage capability and downlink date rate are precious and limited; example 13 1/2 hours to transmit a 
20482 pixels image at a data rate of 700 b/s
•          Data quantity is very large, especially for some remote sensing missions
•          Data compression can be used to reduce the storage and transmission requirements

 
 
Image Compression in the Second LAPAN Generation Satellite
 
The second LAPAN generation satellite, which has food security mission especially for cropping observations, has started since 
January 2006. Image compression should be done in the second LAPAN generation satellite because digital data needs a lot of 
memory and power. Actually, Analog image data must be converted to digital system because it is easier to process by 
processor system or computer than by analog image data. This process will be planned to apply in the second LAPAN 
generation satellite for relaxing the downlink restriction because if the images is compressed before transmission, the channel 
bandwidth requirement is reduced, which helps in transmitting much more information.
 
Although the mission of the second LAPAN generation satellite has not finished, but we try to design the compression 
possibilities for the second LAPAN generation satellite especially to analyses the architecture and the requirements that have 
relation with selected approach. An approach transform coding, discrete cosine transform (DCT), is tried to use in application of 
digital image data of the second LAPAN generation satellite. We use transform coding because it is not only extensively used in 
image compression applications but also it has high compression potential. One of transform coding is DCT, which gains much 
interest for its superior energy compaction property. Actually many assumptions we use to design this process especially about 
orbital parameters:
            
Altitude             : 726 km
            Inclination          : 97.9°
            Type of orbit      : SSPO (Sun Synchronous Polar Orbit)
 
The second LAPAN generation satellite is expected a mini-satellite with a mass approximately 100-110 kg. The main payload 
provides multi spectral data in the RGB and NIR wavelength with a spatial resolution of 10 m at 300 Mbps data stream of the 
multi spectral push-broom camera. For downlink of the image data we have planning to use an S-band with transmission rates of 
30 Mbps. We also assuming the best case, i.e. 60 Mbps, a compression ratio (CR) of 1:10 or 1:5 is required for lossy 
compression. The compression technique we use is discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the image we compressed should be 
in JPEG mode. 
Figure 6A to figure 6K shows samples of implementation design image processing and image compression in the second 
LAPAN generation satellite.
 
 
CONCLUSION
 

1.       To design image processing and image compression in the second LAPAN generation satellite we must be considered 
the resolutions in the second LAPAN generation satellite.
2.       Although the design image processing and image compression in the second LAPAN generation satellite have been 
planned, but these process still need to adjust with the second LAPAN generation satellite that recently has not finished yet 
( still analyzed by the mission analysis team).
3.       The design image processing and image compression in the second LAPAN generation satellite are very important 
process in this satellite
4.       The image of the second LAPAN generation satellite will be more a quality with these processes.
5.       Although the processes can result a good image, but both of these processes need more completely and must study 
deeply to search ways for making design that support designed the second LAPAN generation satellite at a lower cost.

 
 
 

Figure 6A.First Image

 

Figure 6B.Image after thresholding 
and giving a color 
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Figure 6C. First image histogram

 Figure 6D.Image histogram after 
thresholding and coloring

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6F.Image after repairing 
of histogram

 

     

Figure 6E.Image contour

 
                                   

 
 

Figure 6G.Image histogram after 
repairing a histogram
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Figure 6I.Image after reducing noise with 
adaptive filtering

 

Figure 6H.Image using adaptive 
filtering 

 

                                            

 
 
 
 

Figure 6J.Image after 
reducing noise with 

median filtering
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Figure 6K.Image after 
reducing blurring
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ABSTRACT
 
LAPAN as Indonesian Government Institution has responsibility to develop Indonesian satellite 
Programs. LAPAN-TUBSAT, the first generation satellite of LAPAN which was built in 
cooperation with TU-Berlin, is going to be launched on September 2006. In order to maintain 
positive trend of this learning curve, LAPAN immediately has started the second generation 
satellite program which has the main mission of food security since January 2006. First of all, 
Mission statement is the first step in developing the mission architecture. For determining 
mission architecture we must make mission objective which has correlated mission needs and 
requirements and then make mission concept combine with mission elements. Mission 
architecture is the key to determine space system to reduce cost. This paper will present 
Mission Architecture for the second generation satellite of LAPAN Indonesia.
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Generally speaking, satellite system design means the design and collaboration activities 
related to satellite system. To be narrowly, it means the design activities in system concept 
definition, system flexibility study and configuration design, including requirement analysis, 
constraint analysis, mission analysis, mission operation study, cost, benefit and risk analysis, 
parametric analysis, optimization and configuration tradeoff, key parameters determination and 
part of parameters assignment , WBS establishment, critical technology determination, reliability 
analysis and design, interface determination between engineering subsystem and etc. 
Generally, design process of satellite consists of three stages (figure 1). The flow chart of typical 
process of satellite system design is shown in figure 2.
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Figure1. General design process of satellite

 
 

 

                                                                                                      
 
 
 

 
Figure2. The flow chart of typical process of satellite system design

 
 
THE SECOND LAPAN GENERATION SATELLITE
 
LAPAN as Indonesian Government Institution has responsibility to develop Indonesian satellite 
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Programs. In order to minimize national dependency on foreign space technology in general and 
satellite technology in particular, LAPAN started the national satellite program in 2002. As a first 
step, LAPAN-TUBSAT, is going to be launched on September 2006, was built in cooperation 
with TU-Berlin. The aim of this program is to improve the national capabilities through transfer 
technology. For maintain positive trend of this learning curve, LAPAN immediately has started 
the second generation satellite program which has the main mission of food security since 
January 2006.
 
The system design of the second LAPAN generation satellite encompasses not only the 
development of actual flight hardware and software but also the preceding mission definition, the 
procedures for test and operation, and ultimately, a strategy for synthesizing data from the 
mission useful scientific knowledge. Design of the second LAPAN generation satellite is, 
therefore, a comprehensive process, the outcome of which depends on cooperation among a 
team under the guidance of seasoned management. The system design of this small satellite 
focuses on broad-scale goals; not just technical performance, but cost, risk, operability, 
manufacturability, and end use, are optimized within the design process. Although the small 
satellites system designs process is different for each organization, but at some point the 
second LAPAN generation satellite program begins a set of mission objectives, concept of 
operations, desired schedule, and according to specific situations. The system design process 
and stage of satellite mission analysis for the second LAPAN generation satellite is shown in 
figure 3. This approach does not fix because analysis and design are iterative, gradually refining 
both the requirements and methods of achieving them. 
 
 
MISSION ANALYSIS AND CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE SECOND LAPAN GENERATION SATELLITE
 
Space mission analysis and concept development of the second LAPAN generation satellite 
begins with one or more broad objectives and constraints that are the key in the process, and 
then proceeds to define a space system that will meet them at the lowest possible cost and 
required schedule. Cost is a fundamental limitation in making mission analysis and concept 
development of the second LAPAN generation satellite and is becoming more so; consequently, 
the system usefully in the second generation is the system that can reasonably achieve. A 
whole process mission analysis and concept design of satellite takes time for a long time. For 
the second LAPAN generation satellite this process has until made mission architecture. Figure 
4 shows space mission analysis and concept development of the second LAPAN generation 
satellite until made mission architecture. In order to achieve a good satellite system design, 
mission analysis team for the second LAPAN generation has realized that we must understand 
the satellite mission: its concept of operation; duration; overall architecture; and constraints on 
cost and schedule.
 
Mission Statement
 
First step in making mission analysis and concept design of the second LAPAN generation 
satellite is made ‘Mission Statement. Mission Statement provides necessary information for 
defining the Mission Objectives. According to RPJM National Indonesia 2004-2009 especially as 
directed by the Indonesian policy of IPTEK development where food security is one of the 
important Indonesian Government programs, mission statement is made by the second LAPAN 
generation satellite mission analysis team. 
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Figure 3.The system design process and stage of satellite mission analysis for the second 
LAPAN generation satellite

 
 

Figure 4.Space Mission Analysis and Design of the Second LAPAN Generation Satellite until 
Mission Architecture

 
 

Mission Objectives
 
Mission Objectives is the broad goals, which the system must achieve to be productive. Mission 
Objectives are also the key to define a space system that will meet space mission and design at 
the lowest possible cost. Mission Objectives consist of two activities, define broad objectives 
and constraints in the first step and estimate quantitative mission needs and requirements in the 
second step that develop with respect to the needs, considerations / constraints, and technology 
available. These estimates become initial system requirements and should be subject to trade 
as we go along. Figure 5 shows Steps of Mission Objectives in the second LAPAN generation 
satellite.
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Figure5. Steps of Mission Objectives in the second LAPAN generation satellite

 
 

In making broad objectives, LAPAN second satellite mission analysis team always return to this 
broad goal over and over to ask whether the team are doing what the team set out to do. 
Meanwhile, user needs data get from many program activities (program consideration) such as 
seminar, workshop, and road show; where in objectives are collected information about user 
need in remote sensing data; has started since mid term 2005. For Political consideration, 
number departments in Indonesia such as Agriculture department, Ocean department, and 
Forestry Department are giving information in which remote sensing application is widely used 
Indonesian people including agriculture applications, forestry, ocean, disaster mitigation, etc. 
Then these data will be analyzed by mission analysis team to result user need analysis data for 
food security mission. Besides user needs, LAPAN technology capability, objective that will get, 
and stages of developing LAPAN satellite programs especially on Electronics Center Space 
Technology are also considered one of part to define mission. All of mission objectives 
resources are used to determining mission requirements. 
Determining mission requirements for the second LAPAN generation satellite include:
 
§            Determining canal spectrum payload; 
§            Determining spatial resolution; 
§            Determining temporal resolution; 
§            Choosing main payload; 
§            Making limitation for schedule, launch strategic and life time.
 
 
Mission Concept
 
Mission concept or concept of operation is a broad statement of how the mission will work in 
practice. It includes issues such as how the data will send and delivered to the end user, how 
the mission will be controlled, and the overall mission timeline. Alternative mission concepts 
include conceptually distinct approaches to the problem such as to make a very low-cost 
approach. That would require dramatically dissimilar system. Mission concept of the second 
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LAPAN generation satellite exploration results in a broad definition of space mission and its 
elements such as subject, payload, launch system, orbit, communication architecture, ground 
system, spacecraft bus, and mission operation.
 
 
Mission Architecture
 
Mission Architecture is the mission concept plus a definition of each of the elements of the 
mission. A good way to define the mission architecture is to look at the mission elements and 
consider what alternatives for each of them would best meet mission objectives. Mission 
architecture of the second LAPAN s generation satellite is to meet the requirements of the 
mission concept. Concept mission architecture for the second LAPAN generation satellite is 
shown by figure 6.
The mission elements of the second LAPAN generation satellite include:
 

§               The subject of the mission is the things which interacts with or is sensed by the 
space payload. Because main mission of the second LAPAN generation satellite is food 
security, the main subject is rice plant especially for estimate vegetation cover and yield 
areas, estimate growth / phonological stages of vegetation, estimate productivity, 
estimate vegetation discrimination, and estimate vegetation condition. Until now LAPAN 
mission analysis team has considered to bring additional canal, blue canal that is used 
to Ocean application such as coastal and marine ecology, Surface water monitoring, and 
Forestry application such as forest / vegetation application and mapping. Some inputs 
from LAPAN atmosphere saints centre for scientific missions likes TEC analysis using 
GPS occultation data and Analysis of Earth magnetic field is also considered by LAPAN 
mission analysis team for the second LAPAN generation satellite. All of that make 
subject of the mission for the second LAPAN generation satellite is more than one 
subject. 

 
§               The payload of the second LAPAN generation satellite consists of the hardware 
and software that sense or interact with the subject. The subsystem of spacecraft bus 
support the payload by providing orbit and attitude maintenance, power, command, 
telemetry and data handling, structure and rigidity, and temperature control. The payload 
and spacecraft bus together are called the spacecraft, space segment, or launch vehicle 
payload. The payload of the second LAPAN generation satellite will design to remote 
sensing mission especially food security mission and bring 3-4 canals. They are blue, 
green, red, and near infra red (NIR).

 
§               The launch system includes the launch facility, launch vehicle and any upper 
stage required to place the spacecraft in orbit, as well as interfaces, payload fairing, and 
associated ground-support equipment and facilities. Because LAPAN has not launch 
facility, LAPAN mission analysis team of the second generation satellite has analyzed 
about the launch system. The biggest choice for launch strategically of the second 
LAPAN generation satellite is piggyback because its system will minimize launch system 
and cost.

 
§               The orbit is the spacecraft’s trajectory or path. The mission orbit significantly 
influences every element of the mission and provides many options for trades in mission 
architecture. The orbit of the second LAPAN generation satellite still has analyzed, but 
the biggest choice may be is sun synchronous polar orbit (SSPO).
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§               The communications architecture is the arrangement of components which 
satisfy the mission’s communication, command, and control requirements.

 
§               The ground system consists of fixed and mobile ground stations around the globe 
connected by various data links.

 
§               Finally, mission operation consists of the people occupying the ground and space 
segments, the mission operations concept, and attendant policies, procedures, and data 
flows. A key consideration is the command, control, and communication structure, which 
contains the spacecraft, communications architecture, ground segments, and mission 
operations elements.

 
The communication system, the ground system, and the mission operation in the second 
LAPAN generation satellite have unity that can be separated. All of systems still have been main 
focused analyzed by mission analysis team. Until now we have 3 scenarios that include 
operation and communication system from ground system not only in Indonesia but also in 
abroad. 
 

 
Figure 6.Concept Mission Architecture of the second LAPAN generation satellite 

 
 

CONCLUSION
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1.             Analysis and design of satellite are iterative, gradually refining both the 
requirements and methods of achieving them; therefore, the mission analysis team of 
the second LAPAN generation satellite must repeat the broad process defined in figure 3 
many times.

 
2.             Mission architecture of the second LAPAN generation satellite need more 
completely and must study deeply to search ways to achieve it’s at a lower cost.

 
3.             The design process of the second LAPAN generation satellite must still be 
continued to next step, identify system drivers for each alternative mission concept.

 
4.             Because cost is a fundamental limitation to design of the second generation 
LAPAN satellite, LAPAN mission analysis team of the second LAPAN generation 
satellite must require of the system only what it can reasonably achieve. 
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Abstract

 

Geographical condition forces Indonesia to use satellite system to explore space for communication applications and other utilizations. 
Unfortunately, Indonesia’s dependency upon the satellite industries of the developed countries is still high. To solve this problem, Indonesia is 
implementing a concrete satellite technology development program.  
The development of satellite technology in Indonesia is coordinated by the Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN) and 
classified into 4 phases, namely the Preparation Phase (2000 – 2002), Technology Proficiency Phase (2003 – 2005),  Technology Proficiency 
Based  Application Phase (2006 – 2009), and Experiment Based Applications Phase (>2009).  
The Preparation phase (2000-2002) has been conducted at LAPAN by the completions of the international satellite study and its development 
possibility in Indonesia, the design and construction of satellite engineering model, and the design and construction of micro satellite amateur 
receiving ground station, as well as the installation of telemetry and command ground station.    
The technology proficiency phase has been conducted from 2003 to 2005 by the establishment of National Micro Satellite Team. This team 
involves several relating institutions in Indonesia, both governmental and private institutions. The activity of the team is to implement the LAPAN-
TUBSAT Micro Satellite Development Program. This program is a joint program between LAPAN and the Technical University of Berlin (TU-
Berlin). This satellite has been developed by Indonesian engineers under supervision from TU Berlin and has been completed in July 2005. The 
satellite will be launched using the PSLV launcher from Sriharikota India on September 2006.  
Furthermore, the technology proficiency based applications phase will be conducted from 2006-2009 in the form of Indonesian Micro Satellite 
development for Remote Sensing Missions to support the National Food Sustainability Program. This satellite is being developed in Indonesia and 
will be launched in 2009.
Considering the above-mentioned programs, it is expected that by 2010 Indonesia will be able to enter the experiment based application phase in 
satellite technology. This paper gives the description of the development of satellite technology in Indonesia and its strategy.    

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Satellite System for Indonesian Geographical Condition
Indonesia consists of more than 17,000 islands, ranging from small to big in size. The islands are distributed between Sabang in the west of 
Indonesia and Merauke in the east. This condition forces Indonesia to use satellite to explore the space for communication applications and other 
utilizations. The main obstacle for Indonesia in preparing the space utilization for its national development sustainability and national improvement 
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is its dependency on the satellite industries of the developed countries, such as the United States and European Countries.   
These obstacles are more apparent if the Indonesian geographical range and structure is considered into the satellite-based space utilization 
system. Because of the wide range and structure of the Indonesian archipelago, it strives for a modern space utilization system which is currently 
for Indonesia still insufficient. One of the solution which is considered appropriate is by developing a satellite system for Indonesian space 
utilization, such as for digital data communication, climate data collection, remote sensing, and navigation.  

 1.2 Strategic Challenges of Indonesian Space Technology  
Even though Indonesia has experience in operating/using space technology for more than 25 years, Indonesia is left behind several Asian 
countries such as Japan, India, China, and South Korea in mastering space technology. In order to catch up with this fact of having fallen behind, 
Indonesia is trying to speedup the activities in mastering space technology through conducting a concrete space development program. 
To face this strategic challenge, LAPAN as an institution who is responsible in conducting research activities, development, and application of the 
aerospace system, is currently coordinating the Indonesian satellite development program by gathering the existing national capabilities and 
international potentials. 
 

1.3 Trends of the International Satellite Technology Developments
The small satellite applications, which are mainly positioned in low orbit, such as for communication in isolated areas, earth observation, 
environmental and meteorological observation has increased moreover these days. This tendency is apparent by the rise of several Asia – Pacific 
countries in producing and developing small satellite system, such as South Korea, Pakistan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, etc.   

These increasing trends can easily be understood because the production and development of the micro/small satellite is easier and cheaper if 
compared to the development of big satellites. The low cost occur due to the small production period and launching cost. The small satellite could 
provide services such us for: 

§             ”store and forward” data communication services for transportation and environmental management application
§             remote sensing for natural resource, agriculture and forestry management application
§             as an instrument for certain “space science” scientific experiments
§             as a demo instrument for technological performance in the orbit (small scale)

 

Based on the descriptions mentioned above, it is clear that Indonesia should anticipate the rising trends by joining the trends, namely by 
conducting national space system research and development.

 
 

1.4 Stimulation of the National Capability Development
Besides as a space technology development tools, especially in electronics and informatics, the satellite development program can also be applied 
to stimulate the national capability development and can be used as a promoter to produce commercial products with hi-tech, modern, and 
competitive technology. The stimulation implementation effort can be manifested by conducting exploration in three activity areas, which consists 
of:    
 

§             Technological Development, by promoting the applied electronic technology in space sector and its development to produce 
hi-tech based products, as is being conducted by several neighboring countries. 

 
§             National Technology Alliance, to develop the national strategic industrial ability which is needed for the national development. 

 
§             Product Fabrication Training, to provide training for the community in the industrial, research institution, and high education 
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sectors, so that they are able to produce hi-tech and modern technology in a short period.

 

All of the exploration fields stated above are expected to spur the interest to improve the institution development, skills, and technology and could 
be used to establish a national industry which based on hi-tech and modern technology as well as able to produce specific products which are 
globally competitive.
 

2. NATIONAL CAPABILITIES, INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITY, AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
 

 
2.1 National Capability
From the national point of view, there are already several institutions in Indonesia who have development facilities and/or human resources which 
dealing with satellite sectors. As an example, there exists a Micro Satellite Team in LAPAN who has already developed a satellite system since 
1999/2000 and is currently successful in constructing a micro satellite, named LAPAN-TUBSAT. Besides, LAPAN   owns several supporting 
facilities in the form of laboratories and several satellite receiving ground stations. The other institution is the Bandung Institute of Technology, who 
has several human resources, clean room facility for small satellite integration, and a micro satellite ground station receiver. Meanwhile, the 
industries in Indonesia who are able to support this program are PT. LEN, PT. INTI, and PT. Dirgantara Indonesia.    
 

2.2 Foreign Collaboration Opportunity
The development of national satellite system requires a collaboration with institutions or countries that has experience and capability in developing 
satellite technology. Through this collaboration, a technology transfer from the institutions and countries to Indonesia would be expected. Several 
institutions that provide collaboration are: Surrey Space Center-UK, DLR-Germany, TU-Berlin, ISRO-India, SATREC Initiative of South Korea, and 
Sunspace of South Africa. 
The applied consideration in choosing the most appropriate collaboration comprises the financial, experience, and capability matters of these 
institution/countries in satellite technology and their hand-on experience as well as the skills offered to the human resource in Indonesia. Besides, it 
is also considered whether the offered collaboration program is appropriate with the facility and skills owned by Indonesia, so that the development 
should not be started from zero.   

 

2.3 Development Strategy
From several considerations stated above, it is concluded that the most appropriate alternative to start the development of satellite technology in 
Indonesia is by collaborating with TU-Berlin for satellite manufacturing and with ISRO India for satellite launching.  
In order to reach the goal and to concretize the satellite technology development and mastery program, the Research and Technology State 
Minister of Republic of Indonesia has appointed LAPAN to become the lead agency with establishing a National Micro Satellite Team. This team 
involves several relating institution in Indonesia, both governmental and private institutions. The objective of the establishment of the team is to 
gather/optimize the available national ability, so that in the future this satellite technology mastery will be a result of national collaboration and will 
provide wide benefit for the national development as well as spurring the national private role in the satellite industry development in Indonesia.  
 

3. DEVELOPMENT PHASES
 
Indonesia began to develop satellite technology trough the National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN). LAPAN is a governmental 
institution for research and development on space science & technology and its application in Indonesia. Generally, Indonesia satellite technology 
development program can be divided in four phases, namely preparation phase, technology proficiency phase, technology proficiency based 
application and experimental based application phase, whereas the activities can be divided into two segments, the space segment and the ground 
segment as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 : Milestone of Indonesian Satellite Technology Development

 

Phase 0
Phase 0 is the preparation phase and was conducted from 2000 until 2002. The preparation consists of several activities in space and ground 
segments. The activities in the space segments included the study of satellite international and its development possibilities in Indonesia as well as 
development of an engineering satellite models.  

The activities in the ground segments comprised the development of an amateur satellite ground station for Low Equatorial Orbit (LEO) in 
Rancabungur, West Java Indonesia and the installation as well as operation of TTC ground station in Biak, Papua. 

During the preparation phase, LAPAN has conducted several workshops, namely LAPAN – German Aerospace Center (DLR) Joint Workshop in 
Small Satellite Development and its Application, LAPAN - Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) Joint Workshop on Level Aspect of Satellite 
Technology, and LAPAN – Malaysian Astronautics Technology Sdn. Bhd. (ATSB) Joint Workshop in Small Satellite Development.

Phase I
Phase I is the technology proficiency phase which is the continuation of the first phase and was conducted from 2003 until now (2005). As before, 
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the technology proficiency phase consists of several activities in the space and ground segments. The activities in the space segments include the 
development of the Indonesia Nano Satellite INASAT-1, the LAPAN-TUBSAT satellite and the preparation of the 2nd generation satellite. Whereas 
the activities in the ground segment consists of the SCC ground station preparation and training as well as the installation of LAPAN-TUBSAT 
ground station. 

The INASAT-1 is an in-house program and a cooperation project between LAPAN and related institutions in Indonesia, such as PT Dirgantara 
Indonesia, PT LEN, Institute Technology of Bandung (ITB) and the Indonesia Science Institute (LIPI). The mission of INASAT-1 program consists 
of flight demonstration, probe/measure of environmental condition, analysis and verification of flight model and characterization of environmental 
and spacecraft temperature as well as characterization of the earth magnetic field. The program objective of INASAT-1 is to obtain a simple hands-
on experience in designing and integrating satellite.

The LAPAN-TUBSAT is a video surveillance micro satellite that was developed at the Technical University of Berlin Germany, by a team of 
Indonesian engineers. The satellite is planned to be launched as piggy back on September 2006 by a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle launcher from 
Sriharikota India, carrying a S-band data transmission system, a high-resolution video camera, a low-resolution video camera, and a short text 
store and forward messaging.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 : LAPAN-TUBSAT  is waiting for launch
 
The objectives of LAPAN-TUBSAT development program is to provide the Indonesian engineers with the skill to design, construct, test, and 
operate LAPAN-TUBSAT class Micro-Satellite as well as to provide Indonesian engineers with the knowledge on the micro satellite ‘off-the-self’ 
components. 

LAPAN will operate two ground stations to control the LAPAN-TUBSAT satellite, namely the Rumpin ground station located in Jakarta and the Biak 
ground station in Papua, East of Indonesia. The ground station location is chosen in such a way so that the coverage area is large enough to cover 
the nation archipelago. Figure 3 shows the coverage of the LAPAN-TUBSAT from both ground stations.
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Fig. 3 :  Coverage of LAPAN-TUBSAT Satellite from Rumpin and Biak Ground Stations

 

LAPAN-TUBSAT ground station consists of two systems: one is the S-band system to receive video image from the camera payload, and the other 
is the TTC system to send command and receive telemetry from the satellite. The scheme of the TTC and S-Band ground station system is 
illustrated in figure 4.
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Fig. 4 : LAPAN-TUBSAT TTC  and S-Band Ground Station
 

The TTC station consists of steerable UHF antenna, transceiver and ground station computer. The computer run two programs, one is to 
determine the pointing direction of the antenna and the other to generate command protocol and interpret the satellite telemetry. 

The S-band station consists of steerable S-band antenna, antenna control computer, FM analog video receiver and PAL video recorder/display. An 
additional computer to convert analog video into digital image frame can be attached to the video recorder. The ground station has 4.5 m S-band 
disc.

Phase II

Phase II is the Technology Proficiency based Application Phase and will be conducted from 2006 to 2008/2009. Here the development of the 2nd 
generation satellite will be continued from the preparation step in 2005 into procurement of the components and assembling as well as testing the 
satellite. The 2nd generation satellite is planned to be launched in the end of 2008 or 2009.

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 5 : Milestone of 2nd generation satellite development program

Since 1999, the Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN) and Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) have 
established Tracking, Telemetry and Command (TTC) station in Biak Island (Biak-I). Biak-I serve as one of the important Down Range Stations 
(DRSN) for Geo-synchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle mission. Biak-I is also used for monitoring 3rd stage performance, spacecraft (GSAT) 
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injection into orbit and preliminary orbit determination. Besides, Biak-I provides round the clock TTC support for IRS-1C, IRS 1D, IRS-P3, IRS P4 
and TES missions. 

Installation of the second TTC station Biak-II (S and C-band, CCSDS standard) is currently completed. Biak-II is one of the prime C-Band TTC 
Stations for GSAT in LEOP phase. Biak-II serves as an alternative to Perth INTELSAT C-Band TTC Station and can be used to monitor spacecraft 
snap signal and propellant venting operations. Biak-II is able to provide back up support to Biak I in Transfer Orbit Phase and will also enhance the 
visibility coverage requirements for the remote sensing satellite missions of ISRO. With these two stations in Biak, LAPAN and ISRO are ready to 
support any external agencies that require TTC support from this location.

Phase III

The phase III is the experimental based application phase that will be conducted from 2009 – 2015. The phase III consists of operational, 
application and development activities of the 2nd generation satellite. During that phase, assembling, tests, and launch activities of the 3rd 
generation satellite will be done as well as the commercialization of TTC Biak Ground Station. 

 

4.  ENCLOSURE

Indonesia has already established a National Satellite Team in order to master satellite technology and to decrease its dependency upon other 
countries. The National Satellite Team is currently conducting the micro satellite development program collaborating with TU-Berlin. This program 
is implemented by gathering national abilities both from the government and private sectors in Indonesia. The obtained results are the completion 
of the LAPAN-TUBSAT satellite construction which will be launched in September 2006. Meanwhile, Indonesia is currently developing its second 
generation satellite whose mission is to apply remote sensing technology to support the national food sustainability program. The development of 
the second generation satellite is expected to be complete in 2008 and planned to be launched in the end of 2008 or 2009.      
With a good planning and a right strategy, as well as consistent commitment from the related parties, it is expected that the Indonesian satellite 
development program will reach its objective, namely the national capability and independency in satellite technology.
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ABSTRACT
 
In recent years satellite mobile communications systems and market have entered into the era of maturation. Systems like Iridium and Global Star are 
technically considered as state of the art. This research paper is the result of a feasibility study of utilizing the Low Earth Orbit, Iridium satellite network 
for the data transfer. The findings of this research, also demonstrate the performance and reliability of the satellite link. A system of data transfer is 
developed according to a set of specifications, along with the selection of a suitable satellite link. This data collection system is realized in such a way, 
that there is a software which interfaces the PC of the data transmitting station, with the Iridium satellite constellation; a similar system configuration is 
present at the data receiving station.  
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The main actors involved in carrying out this feasibility study of “utilizing the Low Earth Orbit, Iridium satellite network for data transfer” are the Novacom-
services and Geo-services. Novacom-services is a subsidiary of CNES (French Space Agency); it is one of the leading companies of international 
repute in the transmission and the data acquisition; thanks to the wireless telecommunication technologies of satellite, GSM, etc. I worked for Novacom-
services, on this feasibility study officially named as “Pilot Project Iridium”, in order to fulfill the partial requirement of the Master of Science Degree in 
Aerospace Systems from ENST and SUPAERO Toulouse, France.
 
Where as Geo-services is a large group, which is involved in the business of exploiting the petroleum data; it has equipments located at the oil 
exploration sites, all around the world. These equipments generate important parameters, about the state of the oil wells. These data are vital for the oil 
exploration companies, in order to manage and plan their operations.
 
As these oil exploration sites are located away from the densely populated areas, therefore no terrestrial telecommunication lines or GSM coverage is 
available there; resulting problems of sending these important data to any distant site, e.g. the head office of the company, where the data has to be 
exploited. In this context the satellite data link, providing global coverage e.g. the iridium satellite network, is a good medium to be used for the data 
transfer.
 
Novacom-services proposed the development of such a system of data transfer, from the equipments located at the oil sites, to the Geo-services office 
at Paris. The satellite telecommunication connection to be used is the Iridium satellite network. After preliminary phase of tests and validation, a latest 
version of the system of data collection has come into shape, which has to be tested and validated, in order to ensure the correct operation according to 
a set of defined specifications, and also to observe the reliability and performance of the system. Finally the Geo-services has to decide weather 
interested for further evolution of the system.
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Data Transmission System, requirements from Geo-services
 
Geo-services group owns large number of cabins, which are distributed at various oil exploration sites, around the world. Currently nearly two hundred 
cabins are in operation. These cabins contain powerful information processing systems, in order to provide various services, to the customers of Geo-
services. For the better management of this large fleet of cabins, Geo-services wanted to initiate a study of the possibility of establishing an automatic 
system, capable of remote maintenance and teleprocessing of the cabins. 
Such a system must make it possible to periodically go and collect the important data, that are generated by the data processing systems, installed in 
the cabins; and finally send these collected data to specific e-mail address (es). These data are in the form of XML files. This system must also be able 
to transmit the files toward the cabins. The whole system is required to run automatically. These cabins are under the supervision of an operator, during 
their operation. Geo-services, contacted the Novacom-services, in order to study the feasibility of establishing a system of data transmission according 
to a defined set of specifications.
 
Data Transmission System offered by Novacom-services
 
The system architectured by the Novacom as shown in figure 1 consists, in installing a software on the PC of the cabin, which will facilitate the selection 
of the files, to be sent and will also take care of the procedure of the transmission; this software is named as “GeoSlave” developed in the Visual BASIC 
6.0. Actually GeoSlave is interfacing software, which interfaces the PC with the iridium modem. This PC is physically connected to an iridium modem, 
via a serial data cable; using the PC’s serial com port. An antenna is also connected to the modem. A second software interface “Geo-Master” is 
present at the Novacom-services; which will be used as the server of dialling towards the cabins, while it interfaces the PC with the iridium modem; this 
PC is physically connected to an iridium modem and antenna, in the same manner, as defined previously. Geo-Master will be in charge of calling 
towards the cabins and hence receive the processed data or send the command files to the cabins. It also performs the function of sending of the 
received files (from cabins), to the specific   e-mail addresses; these specific e-mail addresses, are associated with each cabin, defined by the Geo-
services. So the communication will be between two iridium phone numbers. This PC is also configured on the LAN of the Novacom-services, allowing it 
an access to the FTP server, hence permitting to recover the loaded command files (which are to be transmitted toward the cabins); this network 
connection also connects the GeoMaster to the web.
Hence there are two major components of this proposed system architecture, as shown in the figure 2.
 
Ø                   The cabin dialler server system(Geo-Master)
Ø                   The cabin system(Geo-Slave)
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Fig 1. Data Transmission System architecture

 
 

 
Fig 2. Two major components of the data collection system

 
The Hardware
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Same hardware is required in each cabin, and at the Novacom-services, in order to establish the communication with the iridium satellite network. The 
hardware consist of iridium modems of model A3LA-I, and magnetic mobile flat mount antenna of model SAF5340-A, both manufactured by NAL 
Research Corporation, USA.
 
The choice Iridium
 
The reasons for the choice of the iridium system, for this project is indeed its global coverage, and the fact that high data rate is not the requirement of 
this project; as the size of the files is normally tens of kilo bytes. Iridium’s hardware is offered at competitive prices. However iridium system had 
problems in the past like bankruptcy, but in the year 2001 iridium signed a major contract with the American government department of defense, this is 
the turning point for the system; this contract results in ensuring a stable base of  the revenues and hence promising the lifeline of the system. The DoD 
back also corresponds to a more reliable system, as compared to it’s opponents. Also due to the redundant satellites in the orbits, the system lifespan is 
predicted to be till the year of 2014,without any additional satellite launches; this also corresponds to the continuity and stability of services. 
 
Categorization of the modes of communication:
 
Two major modes of communication are defined, in order to fulfill the needs of the Geo-services on one hand, and making the system more powerful 
and adaptable on the other hand.
 
1. Inbound communication
 
The direction inbound corresponds to the transmission from the cabin towards the server at the Novacom-services. The transmission consists of the 
XML files, whose maximum size is about a few tens of kilo bytes. These files are to be transmitted daily, without any need of particular speed and 
punctuality. There are three sub modes of communication here, whose architecture is shown in figures 3 and 4.
 

•         Periodic automatic: At a predefined time the server at the Novacom, collect automatically the files from the cabin
•         Manual: The supervisor of the server, initiate the process of file collection from cabin
•         Urgent: In this mode the file has to be transmitted immediately, but the transfer is initiated by the operator of the cabin

 
 

cabin

 

Novacom
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Fig 3. Architecture of data collection in the automatic periodic mode

 
cabin

 

 
Fig 4. Architecture of the data collection in the urgent mode

 
2. Out bound communication
 
The direction outbound corresponds to the transmission from the server at the Novacom, towards the cabin. Actually this mode is utilized, when Geo-
services personnel needs to send a command, to the cabin. The size of these files may reach up to 100 kilo bytes; the operator at the Geo-services 
loads these files on the Novacom platform. This function is realized by an interactive interface, whereas the medium used for this interface is the web. 
The communication architecture is shown in figure 5.
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Fig 5.Outbound Communication

 
The validation of the data collection system
 
The validation of the whole system of data collection has to be performed, to check that the system satisfies well, each and every requirement 
expressed in the functional specifications provided by the Geo-services. The results of the validation process, provides an insight of the system’s 
performance and reliability. 
The figure 6 shows the two phases that are planned in order to carry out the system validation.
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Fig 6. Two phases carried out for system validation

 
Phase 1:
 
During this phase both components GeoMaster and GeoSlave of the system, were tested at the Novacom premises in Toulouse, France. Tests were 
performed in order to check, the general aspects of both the interfacing softwares; for example to check the display functions and the configurability of 
the various parameters. Tests were also performed in order to check the correctness of each stage, occurring in the various modes of communication, 
starting from the initialization of the call, till the sending of the received files by e-mail.
 
Observations & Results:
 
Various abnormalities relating to the interfacing softwares were observed, so the debugging process followed these observations, and finally after some 
modifications, the two softwares were perfectly ok. The official document “Cahier de recette”, confirming the validation of the system was signed, thus 
announcing the launching of the version 2.0 of both interfacing softwares. This version was sent to the Geo-Services, so that the phase two could be 
initiated. Table 1 lists the statistics and performances of the tests (inbound and outbound), performed from 21/09/2004 to 04/10/2004. Table 2 shows 
the number of retries done during successful transmissions. Where as table 3 displays the average transmission time, average data rate, minimum 
transmission time and maximum transmission time of the inbound & outbound transmissions. Phase 1 test results show the trend that, as the file size is 
increasing, then longer are the processing times;thus more chances of cuts during the transmission, and hence more number of retries, and also higher 
chances of unsuccessful transmission. 
 

 
Table- 1: Statistics & performances of Phase 1 tests

 
 

File size
 

 
Number of tests

 
Received by mail

 
Percentage

 

 
Instance of no e-mail

 
 No connection

 
Percentage 
transmitted 
by iridium

 
3 KB

 
70
 

 
64
 

 
91.4 %

 

 
3
 

 
3
 

 
95.7 %

 
 

50 KB
 

75
 

 
58
 

 
77.3 %

 

 
5
 

 
12
 

 
84 %

 
 

 
Table- 2: Number of retries during successful transmissions, of Phase 1

 
 

File size
Number of retries in successful transmissions

 1 - retry 2 - retries

3 KB 1 0

50 KB 6 2
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Table- 3:  Findings of transmissions during Phase 1

 
 

File size
 

 
Number of tests

 
Average transmission 

time

 
Minimum 

transmission time

 
Maximum 

transmission time

 
Average data rate

 
3 KB

 
33
 

 
31 sec

 
23 sec

 
31 sec

 

 
0.8 Kbps

 
 

50 KB
 

39
 

 
1 minute 2 sec

 

 
56 sec

 

 
2 minute 3 sec

 

 
6.4 Kbps

 
 
Phase 2:
 
During this phase the version 2.0 of interfacing software GeoSlave, was installed in the cabin, present at the premises of Geo-services in Paris. This 
phase allows simulating the system in the real environment. Whereas during this phase the application GeoSlave, installed at the Novacom-services 
(during the phase 1), was closed, in order to check the system performance in the optimum conditions. Infact during phase 1 both interfacing softwares, 
were installed on the same PC. This phase was important because there are problems, which are detectable only by the regular use of the system 
under nominal conditions.
 
Observations & Results
 
Table 4 lists the statistics and performances of the tests (inbound) performed during Phase 2, from 07/10/2004 to 18/10/2004. Table 5 displays the 
average transmission time, average data rate, minimum transmission time and maximum transmission time of the transmissions. Where as table 6 
shows the number of retries done during successful transmissions. The results show that the processing times are higher as compared to the phase 1. 
There were also some observations that lead to improvements, in the system.  
 

Table- 4: Statistics & performances of Phase 2 tests
 

 
File size

 

 
Number of tests

 
Received by mail

 
Percentage

 

 
Instance of no e-mail

 
 No connection

 
Percentage 

transmitted by iridium
 

40 KB
 

15
 

 
12
 

 
80 %
 

 
1
 

 
2

 

 
86.7 %
 

 
 

Table- 5:  Findings of transmissions during Phase 2
 

 
File size

 

 
Number of tests

 
Average 

transmission time

 
Minimum 

transmission time

 
Maximum transmission 

time

 
Average data rate
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40 KB

 
16
 

 
3 min 03 sec

 

 
2 min 14 sec

 
3 min 34 sec

 

 
1.6 Kbps

 
 
 

Table- 6: Number of retries during successful transmissions of Phase 2
 

 
File size

Number of retries in successful 
transmissions

 1 - retry 2 - retries

  40 KB 1 0

 
Phase 2 extension:
 
As Geo-services own’s large number of cabins, therefore during the evolution of the system, there exists a planning to deploy this data collection 
system on five cabins around the world. This second part of the phase two is a step towards this plan. Separate PC was arranged in the laboratory at 
Novacom-services in Toulouse, and GeoSlave software was installed on it, thus a second GeoSlave system (corresponding to a cabin) was ready to 
perform the tests, along with the Geo-service’s cabin in Paris.
 
Observations & Results
 
Table 7 displays the statistics and performances of the tests performed on both GeoSlaves, at Paris and Toulouse from 19/10/2004 to 16/12/2004. 
Table 8 shows the number of retries done during successful transmissions. Where as table 9 displays the average transmission time, average data rate, 
minimum transmission time and maximum transmission time of the transmissions. An important observation is that, one reason for the higher rates of 
non connection, as seen in the file transmissions of 6KB and 12KB (table 7), is the non functioning of the re-dialling characteristics of the GeoSlave 
(after one communication cut); thus all the 3 cases of 6KB and 6 out of 7 cases of 12KB, had suffered by this non-functioning, when connection 
interrupts once. It was observed that the various features of the link management softwares like communication record keeping, handling of the modes 
of communication, worked well. 
 

Table- 7: Statistics & performances of tests of phase 2 extension
 

 
File size

 

 
Number 
of tests

 
Received by 

mail

 
Percentage

 

 
Instance of no 

e-mail

 
 No connection

 
Percentage 
transmitted 
by iridium

 
3 KB

 
11
 

 
7
 

 
63.6 %

 

 
3
 

 
1
 

 
90.9 %

 
 

6 KB
 

18
 

 
14
 

 
77.8 %

 

 
1
 

 
3
 

 
83.3 %
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40KB

 
17

 
11

 
64.7 %

 
5

 
1

 
94 %

 
12KB

 
21

 
13

 
61.9 %

 
1

 
7

 
66.7%

 
 

Table- 8: Number of retries during successful transmissions of phase 2 extension
 

 
File size

Number of retries in 
successful transmissions

 1 - retry 2 - retries

3 KB 1 0

6 KB 0 0

12KB 0 0

40KB 3 0

 
 

Table- 9:  Findings of transmissions of phase 2 extension
 

 
File size

 

 
Number of 

tests

 
Average transmission 

time

 
Minimum 

transmission time

 
Maximum 

transmission 
time

 
Average data rate

 
3 KB

 
9
 

 
44.7 sec

 

 
35 sec

 
1 minute 9 sec

 

 
0.53 Kbps

 
 

6 KB
 

11
 

 
41.2 sec

 

 
25 sec

 

 
1 minute 2 sec

 

 
1.2 Kbps

 
40 KB

 
9

 
2 minute 35 sec

 
55 sec

 
3 minute 8 sec

 
1.9 Kbps

 
12 KB

 
12

 
40.75 sec

 
30 sec

 
1 minute 6 sec

 
2.35 Kbps

      
 
The tests from 03/11/2004 to 10/11/2004 suffered from a lot of unusual call drops and also difficult to get connected in the first call attempt. I observed 
continuously unstable and very weak iridium signal; infact there were fast variations of the signal from 0 to 5. The reasons for this problem could be 
related to the positioning of the antennas; such as interference related to other antennas co-existing on the same roof, low quality signal due to the 
problems of reception (however full visibility of the sky was ensured), losses in the long cable connecting antennas and the modems (however the same 
cables were used in the first phase of the tests), and the last but not the least are the modems itself.
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A careful investigation shows that one of the reasons for this bad quality signal is due to the presence of water inside the connector(of the antenna and 
the signal carrying cable laying on the roof), as there was raining in those days. I also changed the position of the antennas, in order to move away from 
many other antennas co-existing at the roof; also drying and sealing the connectors of the antenna and cable by polythene was carried out in order to 
avoid the seepage of water again inside the connectors. Finally these measures rectify the problem. Table 10 lists the statistics of these tests. The 
observation is that even during the bad conditions the 3KB file transmission performances are better than the bigger files.         
 

Table- 10: Statistics & performances of tests from 03/11/2004 to 10/11/2004
 

 
File 
size

 

 
Number of 

tests

 
Received by mail

 
Percentage
 

 
Instance of no 

e-mail

 
 No 

connection

 
Percentage 

transmitted by iridium

 
3 KB

 
10
 

 
8
 

 
80 %

 

 
-
 

 
2
 

 
80 %

 
 

40 KB
 
9
 

 
2
 

 
22.2 %

 

 
1
 

 
6
 

 
33.3 %

 
 
Assessment
 
The results obtained are not disappointing. We can see the file transfer percentage, by the iridium satellite network in all the cases, above 60 %. Also in 
successful communications, the retrying (re-dialing) rate is not high; this result in the file transfer in less time, thus economical. While the nonfunctioning 
of the re-dialing characteristic, of the interfacing software (during phase 2 extension), is one of the reasons that cause high call drop rate. The proper 
positioning of the antenna and the proper sealing of the connectors is a highly dominant factor, in having successful communications.
Where as there is a big question mark about the system reliability. As we can see varying file transfer percentage, by iridium, when comparing phase 1 
with the phase 2, though the variation is around high percentage of transmission. Where as the difference between the minimum and maximum 
transmission times, is also an important point to note. Any ways these two points are directly related to the iridium satellite constellation.
 
A system that has been developing, for such an important application of data transmission, must be reliable in all aspects that is, the reliability of the 
telecom connection and also the reliability of the call management softwares.
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